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Creative Cooperation: Conception to Circulation

The Performing Arts Market in Seoul (PAMS) is an international 

event held every year in October, organized by the Korea Arts 

Management Service with support from the Ministry of Culture, 

Sports and Tourism. In addition to serving as a platform for 

communication, information sharing, and creative collaboration 

by performing arts professionals and a channel for the 

distribution of works in the performing arts, PAMS also offers 

opportunities for discovering new ideas and developing them 

into more advanced conceptions.

Marking its seventh event this year, PAMS has been visited by 

more than 10,000 performing arts professionals from Korea 

and overseas. Over the years, it has witnessed the sharing 

of specialized knowledge and experience and the shaping of 

a rich discourse, developing an international reputation as a 

premier networking opportunity in Asia where the seeds of 

collaboration sprout.

PAMS Choice
PAMS Choice is a leading brand for the Performing Arts 

Market in Seoul, presenting a picture of the current state of the 

Korean performing arts. The 104 selections since 2005 have 

enjoyed some 400 overseas performances all around the world 

in Asia, Oceania, Europe, and the Americas.

This year, a group of thirteen outstanding works of different 

character and form was selected through an application and 

review process. These productions, which run the gamut from 

traditional to contemporary, fall into the categories of theater, 

dance, music, and multidisciplinary work and will be presented 

to Korean and overseas performing arts professionals through 

a showcase during the PAMS period.

Benefits available for PAMS Choice include airfare support for 

overseas performing tours (ARKO-PAMS Grant co-sponsored 

by Arts Council Korea), training and consulting opportunities, 

and subtitle translation (co-sponsored by the Korea Literature 

Translation Institute) to assist the performers’ efforts in 

broadening their horizons in overseas markets.
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Thou Canst
Not Say I Did It 
Performance Group TUIDA

Performance Group TUIDA Turns Macbeth 
into Comic Pandemonium
 
Can Macbeth Be Called a Tragic Hero? 
Macbeth is one of Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies. 

Generally, tragedy is defined as “a story in which a noble 

figure who has a tragic flaw fights against his destiny.” 

However, a question arises: Is Macbeth, who killed King 

Duncan to satisfy his own greedy desire for power, a 

noble figure? Can Macbeth, someone who committed 

numerous murders and violence to maintain his throne, 

be called a tragic hero? 

The Face of a Dictator Behind the Mask of a Hero
Murdering to claim power, murdering again to maintain 

that power. This murder and violence has been seen 

all over the world, and it can still be found happening 

in certain places. Macbeth is redolent of the countless 

dictators we have seen over the years. As they track the 

bloodstains erased by Shakespeare, the clowns of Tuida 

strip away Macbeth the dictator. 

Performance Group TUIDA
TUIDA was founded in 2001 with the aim of putting 

three ideas into practice: openness, nature-friendliness, 

and moving theatre. Starting with its first production, A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream in a Box, TUIDA has been 

presented original pieces every year, including The Tale 

of Haruk, Sweet Story in a Big Book, Hamlet Cantabile, 

and The Old Song’s Odyssey. TUIDA seeks to live 

harmoniously with the natural environment and attempts 

to give back what it receives from the environments 

through its theatre work. In 2010, TUIDA moved into 

the premises of a former school in Hwacheon, where 

it continues to seek a good life and good theatre amid 

the richness of nature.

Yosup BAE
Starting member and permanent director of 

Performance Group TUIDA. As a director, he undertakes 

a continued examination of puppets, performances, and 

music. He has an analytical aspect, seeing the world as 

objectively as a physicist. At the same time, he has a 

warm heart and traces the meaning of life and theater 

with the people around him. 

House Number 1-28, 
Cha-sook's 
Theater Group NOLDDANG

The house in the making
is the main character of the play

This play provides a new meaning and perspective for 

all of us who view the house as just a familiar structure. 

As an audience member, you will draw a picture of the 

lamentable changes of a house like Cha-sook’s in the 

context of South Korea’s modern and contemporary 

history. Opening with an empty stage, House Number 

1-28, Cha-sook’s takes on all the activities of house-

building, with all the wisdom and philosophy of mankind. 

Lines are drawn and a mold of the house takes shape, 

concrete fills the mold, and, by the end, the imagined 

house stands on the stage. The audience takes part in 

this novel presentation of seeing a house being built in 

various stages with the collaboration of architect Jae-

Hak JEONG and stage art director Chang-Won LEE. 

A unique mise-en-scène breathes new life into the 

theatrical experience. Lee Cha-sook, a mother of three 

grown children in her 60s, and her house in the making 

capture attention even without fancy special effects, 

various scenery changes, or an involved storyline. As 

you view the contemplation and labor of dear Cha-sook 

and the diligent workers, you find an answer to the 

question, “What does a house mean to you?”

Theatre Group Nolddang
Nolddang was established in 2004 with playwright-

director CHOI Zin-A and her company of actors. 

Nolddang is recognized as a company that works on 

developing new theatrical productions with a scrupulous 

eye to contemporary life and presenting them on stage 

in exceptional ways. Over the years, original plays such 

as Love, Noble and Pure, Goddess Blesses Romance, 

and It’s Not Love Story examined sexual love, or simply 

love in our time, in a bold style. Kumnyo and Junghee, 

Unexpected raised questions about the relationship 

between a mother and daughter for an onstage 

exploration of the customary repression of deep 

feeling. House Number 1-28, Cha-sook’s has drawn 

attention from critics with its focus on objects and 

dynamic stage expression. Winner of the 2009 National 

Theater Association New Play Factory Awards and 

Best Play honors at the 2010 Daesan Literary Awards, 

a selection among the Top 7 Productions of 2010, and 

winner of the Best Production prize at the 2010 Dong-

Ah Theater Awards, Nolddang remains an active and 

important part of the Korean theater mainstream. 

Zina CHOI 
Director Zina CHOI began her career as an actor. She 

founded Nolddang in 2004. Since then, she has been 

working as a playwright and director. She is constantly 

seeking out original elements in theater. 

Theatre

Director Zina CHOI

9 performers, 6 staffs

100 min 

W14m x D14m x H5m

Contact

Junyoung LEE 

Tel +82-10-7280-7287

E-mail doggidu@hanmail.net

Theatre

Director Yosup BAE 

4 performers, 5 staffs

60 min 

W8m x D8m x H4m

Contact

Dukhee KIM

Tel +82-33-442-3881 

Fax +82-505-388-9652

E-mail tuidago@naver.com

Website www.tuida.com
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The Inspector 
DONG theatre company

An experimental performance co-created 
by the physical action theatre of DONG, the 
emerging traditional music group BULSECHUL, 
and the installation art of Hong Siya

The Inspector is an exploration of Namsadang, a 

genre of Korean traditional performance, with five of 

its numbers recreated in a new performative style. By 

taking a free-spirited look back at this most theatrical 

of forms, Dong and Bulsechul try to achieve a festival 

of theater, one that is non-literary and so spontaneous 

that it inspires interaction with the audience. In 1910, 

Meyerhold began to experiment in cabarets with a 

“theatrical theater” using gesture, physical technique, 

acrobatics, and dance as important elements in 

performance. The aim was to bring theater back into 

a world of playful and pure joy, which is the essential 

nature of the genre. Dong's The Inspector is an 

extension of this same idea. In 2010, The Inspector was 

invited for performance at the ARKO Art Center Main 
Theater as an ARKO Choice selection. That same 

year, it was selected among the Top Three Plays of the 

Year and Top Seven Performances of the Year.

DONG theatre company
DONG theatre company was founded in 1995 by 

students of a drama institute in Moscow based in the 

Stanislavsky method. Adopting the strong acting style 

of this method, but proceeding beyond the limitations of 

realism, DONG has created a highly unique style never 

seen before in any theater. This originality has drawn 

the attention of audiences and critics, and DONG's 

work has been reviewed in most theater magazines 

and newspapers. In particular, DONG has been praised 

for successfully transforming the emotions of original 

novels and plays based in Western culture into a 

Korean context by interpreting them through Korea 

bodies and voices, which has the added effect of 

conveying a universal quality. Among this outstanding 

group of performers, Yang-won, KANG, a director with 

a distinctive formal aesthetic, has expanded the scope 

of his theatrical efforts, gaining recognition as a comic 

playwright brimming with tenacity and intelligence for 

Sample 054 and Two Other People.

Yang Won KANG 
Yang Won KANG founded theater company DONG with 

other Korean students while studying at the Schukin 

Institute of Theater Arts at Moscow’s Vakhtangov 

Theatre in 1999. Since then, he has applied the 

Stanislavsky Method for contemporary theater beyond 

a superficial realism, exploring the expression of the 

actor's body to reveal inner impulses and the essence 

of the text.

He won Stage Art honors at the Korean Theater 

Awards for As I Lay Dying and the Best Director prize 

from PAF for Therese Raquin. Now, he is expanding 

his theatre range as a playwright with his first play Mr. 

Sample 054 and 3 0thers 

Killbeth
PlayFactory Mabangzen 

Killbeth: A Heroic Action Drama

Killbeth is a heroic action-drama based on William 

Shakespeare’s Macbeth. Although Shakespeare’s 

original is an outstanding and perfect work of tragedy, 

there remain certain phonological issues that arise 

when viewers become too intent on semantic analysis, 

or when cultural differences strike them as too 

prominent. Thus, there is no opportunity to see the 

original work, as other artists attach too much weight 

to imagery or re-analysis. To overcome these issues, 

we have transported the original work into a futuristic, 

Korean setting, and added more dynamic action in 

order to demonstrate the original work’s energy. We 

added elements of, for example, Korean sentimentality, 

in addition to changing certain characters—for 

example, turning Shakespeare’s original three witches 

to a blind witch—and adding a Buddhist monk to act 

as a counterbalance. Also, we have included in our 

interpretation both verbal and slapstick humor to lighten 

the heavy mood of the original while maintaining the 

serious, tragic elements. The key to Killbeth, however, 

lies in the energy and dynamic sword fighting.

PlayFactory Mabangzen 

In 2005, Playfactory Mabangzen was founded by writer 

and director Sun-woong KOH. A fan of magical realism, 

KOH is interested in writing about the strange realities 

and characters of the world. His aim is to find that 

which lies at the core of the piece, the essentiality, and 

to recreate it. He strives to keep the actors in constant 

motion, maintaining a preference for unrealistic 

trajectories in blocking, as well as lightning-fast dialogue 

that contrasts with the methods of speech used in 

everyday life. Koh also maintains a special interest in 

formal aesthetics and communication methods, as well 

as the represented gradients of these concepts. The 

company’s representative works include Stainless Man, 

Buffalo Moon, and Lucky Man Show. Buffalo Moon won 

top honors at the 31st Seoul Theater Festival, while 

Killbeth took home the top prize at the 47st DongA 

Theater Festival.

Sun-woong KOH 
Sun-woong KOH is a storyteller for the current 

generation, writing skillfully on such weighty topics as 

humanity, society, and violence, while adding a light 

touch that evokes a sense of realism.

Theatre

Director Yang won KANG 

10performers, 2 staffs

100 min 

W15m x D10m x H5m

Contact

Hye suk SEO 

Tel +82-2-766-6925 

Fax +82-2-766-6925 

E-mail dongcompany@hanmail.net

Website www.cafe.daum.net/dongplay

Theatre

Director Sun woong KOH 

15 performers, 7 staffs

100 min 

W10m x D10m x H5m

Contact

Kang min KO 

Tel +82-2-3676-7849

Fax +82-2-3676-7849

E-mail mabangzen1@hanmail.net

Website www.mabangzen.com

www.facebook.com/mabangzen
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No Comment 
LDP Laboratory Dance Project

The truth of struggling in silence! 
An onstage energy that spills over into the 
seats

A leading performance by Laboratory Dance Project, 

No Comment has won many fans in Korea as well as 

overseas. Sometimes giving no comment communicates 

more meaning than any attempt at persuasion. Just as 

a silent pulse rocks through the blood of our bodies, 

so the truth is a struggle for reality. This work begins 

with minimalist elements and simple movements before 

unfolding in complexity, embellishing on the original 

format and deviating from in a path that is either pure 

meaningless or all meaning. The results are highly 

emotional, paradoxical scenes that appeal to the 

essence of life within the audience member.

LDP (Laboratory Dance Project)
Founded in 2001, Laboratory Dance Project is an 

international dance company consisting mainly 

of adventurous young dancers whose goal is to 

bring Korean dance to the international stage. With 

experimental and unique choreography, artistic 

director Chang Ho SHIN and 25 dancers from the 

Korea National University of Arts are venturing into 

performances not only in Korea but also Europe, 

Asia, and North America, as well as international 

collaborations.

Chang Ho SHIN 
Chang Ho SHIN graduated from the Korea National 

University of Arts and went to work at the Laboratory 

Dance Project, the transition dance company at the 

Laban Dance Centre in the Theatre of St. Gallen in 

Switzerland. His principal work No Comment has been 

performed about sixty times, garnering a number of 

fans overseas as well as in Korea. SHIN is the artistic 

director of Laboratory Dance Project today, and his 

new challenges and attempts are drawing attention 

and expectations from all those who wonder at the 

performances he creates. 

ARGUMENT
Choe Contemporary
Dance Company 

We are arguing. Why?
Because you are different from me

We are arguing. Why? Because you are different from 

me. When we examine the word "arguing,” we find that 

it emerges from a desire formulated when we cannot 

overcome another’s difference. In the other words, the 

desire stems from my intention of making a world filled 

with my own thoughts and ideas. This is war! But human 

beings have chosen the argument instead of having a 

war, and arguing has become the reason why we exist 

now in the world. In the end, arguing will become loving, 

the basis for human existence. This may be described 

as a paradox.

Argument was awarded Best Choreography and 

Best Music honors at the 18th Dance Arts Awards 

and invited for performance at the 2011 Changmu 

International Dance Festival.

Choe Contemporary Dance Company 
Choe Contemporary Dance Company is a dance troupe 

that attempts to combine state-of-the-art multimedia 

with dance movements transmitted by the human body. 

It was honored in 2001 with a Dance Critics’ Award 

for Black Angel, while its 2010 work Argument was 

awarded Best Choreography honors at this year’s 

Dance Arts Awards.

The company is able to make the most of visual 

elements by combining images with dance in its 

choreography. From this perspective, it may appear 

to be an ordinary simple crossover effort, but Choe 

Contemporary Dance Company realizes a remarkable 

feat in its work: a form of choreography that combines 

high technology with dance. Its ambitious work 

suggests possibilities for future discussions in dance.

Sang-cheul CHOE 
Sang-cheul CHOE is the artistic director of the Choe 

Contemporary Dance Company, which has the stated 

goal of representing multimedia dance. He received 

an award from the Korean Dance Critics’ Association 

with praise for the advanced images in his previous 

work Black Angel. He also won the Best Choreography 

award in 2010 for Argument. He is a professor in the 

dance department of a university in Korea and serves 

as programmer for the International Modern Dance 

Festival Korea.

Dance

Choreographer Chang Ho SHIN 

8 performers, 1 staffs

20 min 

W14m x D12m x H7m 

Contact

Chang Ho SHIN 

Tel +82-10-4475-2001 

E-mail ldpshin@naver.com

Website  http://blog.naver.com/knua1981

Dance

Choreographer Sang-cheul CHOE 

8 performers, 3 staffs

65 min

W12m x D10m x H7m

Contact

Jong-gun JEON 

Tel +82-31-670-3159

E-mail scchoe@cau.ac.kr 
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Musical Chairs 
PDPC Physical Design Project Company

It is simple but complicated. The rules of the 
game are simple, but the method is complex.

This work interprets the chair as the purpose of human 

life in modern society, which means that the chair 

symbolizes the reason why humans exist. The society 

makes up rules that lead people to compete with each 

other. People are not aware of the rules in which they are 

trapped; they believe themselves to be living according 

to their own volition. Have our lives been based on our 

own decisions? If we can answer “yes,” we will gain true 

independence. This work shows how structures arise 

as personal energy builds a group, and how the energy 

of breaking rules is destroyed and dissipates. It displays 

simple yet delicate and complicated realizations of the 

group through the human body. It then proceeds to seek 

out possibilities for independent existence.  It is simple 

but complicated. The rules of the game are simple, but 

the method is complex.

PDPC
Founded in 2009, PDPC (Physical Design Project 

Company) is a physical design project group.

PDPC observes all physical elements from the 

standpoint of design.

PDPC sketches these spaces with the body and paints 

them with sound and lights. 

PDPC considers the body to be an instrument in 

forming compositions of space.

The body is finally constructed when it exists in 

such a space.

PDPC (Physical Design Project Company)

Young-jun AN 
M.F.A., Department of Choreography, Korea National 

University of Arts, Seoul, Korea

Awards
2000 Grand Prize, 9th Concours International de Danse 

de Paris, Solo Male 

2001 Prize, Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Korea 

2009 Best Choreography award, 4th CJ Young Festival 

Dancing Grandmothers  
Eun Me Ahn Company 

A history of the 20th century
written by their bodies

The performance work Dancing Grandmothers presents 

the dance movements of elderly Korean women as 

recorded directly by the Eun-Me Ahn Company during 

a bicycle journey all over Korea. Their body movements, 

which recall past times and spaces, were a passionate 

life force throughout the 20th century. 

"This project of recording their dance movements is itself 

a history of the 20th century written by their bodies. We 

would like to pay our deepest respects to them as we 

collect in one place the history of a century remembered 

in their bodies, which lies scattered across the nation. 

After this project, we plan to continue recording more 

‘dancing grandmothers.’ Furthermore, we will connect 

them with grandmothers in other parts of the world, and 

with their daughters, who will carry on the next generation, 

and we will connect these recordings with our history." 

_ Eun-Me AHN artistic director, Eun-Me Ahn Company

Eun Me Ahn Company 
Since 1988, the Eun-Me Ahn Company has been 

performing in various locations around the world. 

Comparable to Japanese Butoh and described as a 

"Pina Bausch in Asia,” AHN’s work features a delicate 

and unique language expressed by her body, a magical 

sense of colors, and dynamics of energy flowing without 

any useless turns, as well as humor. All of these express 

her hidden aspirations of communicating with the world 

beyond the boundary of Korean traditions.

Eun-Me AHN 
Eun-Me AHN is a dancer who has acquired an indelible 

image with the public as the “Runaway Fanatic." She 

has broken through modern philosophical themes 

with a schizophrenically reinterpreted shamanism. The 

bald dancer gave a fanatical performance dressed as 

a poisonous mushroom, a bright smile on her face as 

she danced on an eerie stage of supercharged human 

emotions. Working in a condensed theater with symbolic 

codes, she presses the viewers and dancers, including 

herself, to discover the diverse ways in which the human 

body can react and restructure in limited time and space. 

While applying means of pressure, she does not hesitate 

to use various props and stage settings. 

Dance

Choreographer Young jun AN  

5 performers, 3 staffs

40 min.  

W8m x D8 m x H5m

Contact

Young jun AN 

Tel +82-10-8519-7894

E-mail oojun75@hotmail.com

Dance

Choreographer Eun-me AHN 

9 performers, 6 staffs

90 min. 

Minimum Size

W12 m x D10 m x H7 m

Maximum Size

W14 m x D12 m x H8 m

Contact

Jimyung KIM

Tel +82-16-317-8862

E-mail jeemong@hanmail.net

Website www.ahneunme.com
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Rhythmic space:
A pause for breath  
Sum [su mː]

Time, people, sounds, movement, and . . . 
music breathing in space

Rhythmic Space: A Pause for Breath captures the 

meaning of music “breathing” in a space (anywhere 

from the performance space to the universe), of time 

flowing and people breathing, which cause sound 

and movement to come into being. It is then that 

music “breathes.” That is the meaning of this project. 

It has been performed at the opening concept for 

the 2011 World Press Photo event; at St George’s 

Hall in Liverpool, England’; at the Royal Centre Hall in 

Nottingham, England; and at the Maison des Cultures 

du Monde in Paris, France. The leading work Innermost 

Encounter-II won the Experimental Spirit award at the 

21st Century Korean Music Project competition.

Sum [su mː]
For Sum[su mː], music is a means of expressing 

the essence of living. Sum[su mː] has been relating 

colorful stories of different lives in the language of 

music. Sum[su mː] was formed in 2007 by a pair of 

Korean traditional musicians. For more clarity and better 

interpretation of its music, the two musicians (Jiha 

PARK on the piri and Jungmin SEO on the gayageum) 

compose and perform their own musical pieces. Their 

ambitious aim is to start a new era of Korean traditional 

music that sheds light on the contemporary spirit by 

addressing, in a musical sense, sentiments and lessons 

learned from living a modern life. Sum[su mː] was 

selected for the 2010 Mullae Arts Plus (MAP) project 

for musicians and the Seoul Foundation for Arts and 

Culture’s New Artist Trend 2009 young artist support 

project, and won the Experimental Spirit Prize at the 

21st Century Korean Music Project organized by the 

Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. Its first album, 

Rhythmic Space: A Pause for Breath, was released in 

November 2010.

Space Bamboo
GongMyoung 

A Special Performance of Oneness with 
Nature Played on Bamboo Instruments 
(BamDrum, String Bamboo, GongMyoung)

Space Bamboo is GongMyoung's premier work, which 

debuted in July 2010. This performance shows a 

special gift from nature and the sounds made from the 

hollow inside of bamboo.

Space Bamboo is a nature-created performance played 

on instruments made of bamboo. The title refers to 

the sounds emanating from the empty space inside 

bamboo, presenting an emotional journey and a spirit of 

peace in nature and sharing a harmonious sound with 

audiences. 

GongMyoung
GongMyoung has a wonderful and marvelous passion 

for music. Its members compose music in their own 

unique style, sometimes creating musical instruments 

by themselves.

Ever since its debut, GongMyoung has held the 

position of “ambassadors” of traditional Korean music, 

featured in numerous international festivals and art 

markets. They have been praised not only for their 

innovative musical ideas, but also for their refreshing 

performances. In 2007, GongMyoung performed at the 

Vancouver Music Festival and Melbourne National Art 

Festival and were invited to play in Montreal, Cambodia, 

and Sri Lanka, where they represented Korean music 

on an international stage. GongMyoung has also been 

to performances at the World Music Expo (WOMEX) 

in 2008, as well as the 2009 MIDEM event in Cannes, 

France. The group is also drawing major attention 

in Europe after the success of its recent tour to the 

Forde Music Festival in Norway, Sommarscen Malmö in 

Sweden, and the San Marino Etnofestival in Italy, along 

with a UK tour in October 2009 where it performed 

in seven cities across the country. Very recently, 

GongMyoung performed at SXSW in Texas, Live! 

Singapore, CINARS in Montreal, the Malasimbo Festival, 

and the P.I. Jazz Festival in the Philippines.

World music

Director Ji ha PARK, Jung min SEO 

2 performers, 2 staff

70 min 

W10m x D6m x H6m

Contact

Ji ha PARK

Tel +82-10-3446-1158

E-mail euterpe_001@naver.com 

Website www.facebook.com/breathmusic2

World music

Director Hyung-won SEO 

4 performers, 4 staffs

90 min 

W7m x D5m x H3m 

Contact

Ji-yuen HONG 

Tel +82-70-8699-0132

Fax +82-2-383-7580

E-mail seo132@gmail.com  

Website www.gongmyoung.co.kr
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Jeong Ga Ak Hoe
Meets World Literature 
Jeong Ga Ak Hoe

The most modern way to encounter
Korean traditional music! 

Jeong Ga Ak Hoe Meets World Literature includes 

literature, music, dance, and stories. There is a strong 

artistic synergy effect that arises when Korean 

traditional art meets world literature.

This work tells a story through the recitation of poetry. 

The recitation is considered music because of its 

sound—a result that heightens the dramatic effect. Poetry 

delivered in its original language helps foreign audiences 

to feel comfortable with Korean traditional music. 

Jeong Ga Ak Hoe Meets World Literature has growth 

potential as an international cultural product. To date, 

Jeong Ga Ak Hoe has given eight performances in 

Norway, Ireland, France, Mexico, Chile, Brazil, Argentina, 

and Peru. In addition, they are working steadily to find 

ways of encountering various world literatures.

Jeong Ga Ak Hoe
Jeong Ga Ak Hoe was founded in 2000. This ensemble 

has actively staged various concerts at home and 

abroad, performing both Korean traditional music and 

new compositions. 

Its musical activities are based on the idea of nature 

and music—the notion that all species can coexist while 

maintaining diversity and can regenerate themselves in 

harmony with nature. 

Jeong Ga Ak Hoe has engaged in energetic interaction 

with other genres of the performing arts, presenting 

original works and musical theatre pieces. 

Bringing a new cultural influence to contemporary 

Korean music, this ensemble has passionately presented 

musical work that refreshes the Korean music scene 

while maintaining the character of Korean tradition.

Jae-hyun CHUN
Jae-hyun CHUN is a geomungo player and the 

representative of Jeong Ga Ak Hoe. Since the 

ensemble’s founding, he has been considering the 

optimal way of hearing Korean traditional music. He 

has directed many concerts and produced Jeong Ga 

Ak Hoe’s second album (Jeong Nyum). In addition, his 

musical dramas have shown promise in the area of 

Korean traditional music. He attempts a serious and 

innovative to approach to Korea’s traditional music style.

Chaosmos
The Near East Quartet N.E.Q.

Reconstruction of space and lines through 
deconstruction of musical tradition 

The Music of the Near East Quartet is a journey 

between modern jazz improvisation and the soul of 

Korean traditional music. The quartet explores the 

music and soul of the Korean traditional style with its 

improvisational sense. In a broad sense, N.E.Q. is a 

Korean traditional music and jazz improvisation project, 

but at the same time it tells how these two different 

musical cultures encounter one another in different 

times and spaces. The interaction between these two 

musical elements means searching for and creating new 

dimensions between two different cultures. Instead of 

simply looking at the commercial terms already available 

in the genre of "fusion," N.E.Q. seeks out its own 

possibilities, looking for new nutrients to feed our soul.

The Near East Quartet N.E.Q.

The Music of the Near East Quartet is a journey 

between modern jazz improvisation and the soul of 

Korean traditional music. 

N.E.Q. is a group combining saxophonist and composer 

Sungjae SON, percussionist Dongwon KIM, guitarist 

Suwuk CHUNG, and bassist Lee Soonyong. The project 

began in 2008 with a series of local club gigs and 

concerts around the country. Each member has a long 

list of appearances as an “in-demand” performer in the 

Korean music industry. After many years of examining 

ways to create a distinctively Korean style of music, 

N.E.Q. has opted to eschew simple formal fusion in 

favor of creating a fundamentally new music with a new 

approach and style. 

Korean Traditional 

Director Jae-hyun CHUN  

9 performers, 5 staffs

60 min 

W5.8m x D7m x H7m 

Contact

Min-young KIM 

Tel +82-2-583-9979 

Fax +82-2-6442-9979 

E-mail jgahjgah@hanmail.net 

Website www.jgah.co.kr

World music, Jazz, Modern Improvisation

The Near East Quartet 

4 performers, 2 staffs (optional)

70~90 min 

no restrictions unless the venue

has no musical performance history

Contact

Nari SON

Tel +82-10-3181-2525

E-mail son_nari@naver.com 

Website www.myspace.com/theneq
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FireCliff
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FireCliff
Minouk LIM

Site-specific performance project
utilizing the sounds and lights at La 
Tabacalera in Madrid

FireCliff is an artwork utilizing sounds and lights. 

It rekindles old memories by recalling the things 

experienced by La Tabacalera. It highlights the dark 

rather than the light, asking how it is possible to see 

through that darkness. This act means resisting fear 

and pain, and it has to do with the correlation between 

memory and testimony. The darkness, when captured 

by infrared camera, reminds us that possessing 

warmth means possessing life. The sound either 

harmonizes with the times contained in it or functions 

as a critical medium. Hip hop , assisted by machinery, 

enables a creative reproduction, while Gregorian 

chants and testimony from female workers provide 

empowerment for the senses, respectively through 

belief and memory. La Tabacalera testifies to the 

end of the hope for and belief in something firm that 

accompanied classical modernity. Manual work, and the 

accompanying sense of communal solidarity, passed 

away with the globalization craze; all relationships 

have since become one-off things, lending themselves 

to uncertainty. Today, production no longer allows 

durable solidarity or sympathy, but has been usurped 

by capitalist institutions and machinery in which 

securing as much time as possible becomes the only 

object. Based on such insights, FireCliff sings a sad 

lament about deprivation and fear. Using the medium 

of art, it activates history and memory through a sense 

of place, helping us to confront the dark shadow cast 

over the future. FireCliff, though dangerous, is a double-

edged sword. What lights the darkness is the hope of 

warmth in human relationships, enabling solidarity with 

a heart warmed under a dangerous electronic coil.

Minouk LIM 
Minouk LIM (b. 1968)works along a path of mobility 

and discontinuity, conceiving forms and ways of 

practice according to the process of mobility. While 

the mode of production may sound dynamic, her 

ideas are speculative. Rather than standing aloof or 

criticizing phenomena, LIM speculates on the kind of 

reality and dimension of thinking produced over the 

course of living through mobility. LIM’s practices are 

contextually contingent and formally mutating in the 

process of mobility. In this sense, her works, whether 

they are objects, performances, photographs, videos, 

publications, or event programming, constitute a single 

whole with multiple internal cross-references. Since 

LIM works according to and within the process, the 

work vividly reflects the segmented space and time of 

Korea. As a way of suspending over discontinuity or 

sustaining through a sense of displacement, LIM probes 

for potential means of restoring connectedness and 

contingency to restless individuals.

PAMS Choice, International Showcase, PAMS Link

87 booths

Focus Session, LIP (Looking for International Partners)

Round Table, Speed Dating, Lunch Meeting, PAMS Night

Steering Committee for PAMS 2011 

Arts Council Korea, Australia Council for the Arts, British Council, 

Korea, Fira Tàrrega, CINARS(International Exchange for the 

Performing Arts), Institut Français de Corée du Sud, Hankuk 

Performing Arts Center-SPAF(Seoul Performing Arts Festival) , 

Italian Cultural Institute in Seoul, Japan Foundation, Korea 

Association of Performing Arts Producers, Korea Craft and Design 

Foundation, Korea Foundation, Korea Literature Translation 

Institute, Korean Network of Performing Arts Festivals, Korea 

Tourism Organization, National Association of Cultural and Arts 

Centers, National Theater Company of Korea, Performing Arts 

Management Association of Korea, SFAC(Seoul Foundation for 

Arts and Culture), SIDance(Seoul International Dance Festival) , 

Performing Arts Meeting in Yokohama(TPAM in Yokohama), 

WOMEX(World Music Expo) 

Performing Arts Market
in Seoul 2011

Oct. 10 ~ Oct. 14

The National Theater of Korea, 
National Theater Company of Korea

Showcase                          

Booth Exhibition                

Forum & Info Sessions     

Networking Event                                    

Host                                  

Origanization 

Sponsorship  

Association  

PAMS 2011

Feature Program & 

Event Overview

Site- specific performance

Director Minouk LIM 

5 performers, 5 staffs

60 min 

W11m x D9m x H6m 

Contact

Yoon sun SHIN

Tel +82-10-2641-5753

E-mail umaserra@gmail.com  

Website www.minouklim.com



Contact
Bosaeng Bldg, 1-50, Dongsung-dong, 
Jongno-gu, Seoul 110-809, Korea 
T. +82 2 745 3860  F. +82 2 745 3139    
kams@gokams.or.kr 
http://eng.gokams.or.kr 

PAM
S, Perform

ing Arts M
arket in Seoul 

Korea Arts Management Service (KAMS), established in January 
2006, is a branch organization of the Ministry of Culture, Sports, 
and Tourism of South Korea. KAMS offers multifaceted assistance 
in international exchanges, human resources training, research, and 
consultancy for arts groups and art organizations in order to promote 
more effective arts management in Korea.  

 International Exchange 
* Organizing and managing 
 The Performing Arts Market in Seoul (PAMS) 

*  Mapping a strategy for supporting 
 artist groups in the international market 

*  Providing information about 
 international exchanges in the performing arts

 Human Resource Development 
*  Fostering the retraining of specialized 
 arts managers in various disciplines

 Evaluation, R&D 
*  Conducting systematic surveys related to the
  performing and visual arts scene in Korea 

 Education & Consulting 
*  Providing training in setting up and running   
 organizations for arts practitioners 

*  Offering tailored consulting in arts management 

Channel to Korea’s performing arts
Springboard for arts management in Korea

Contact
B1/B2 Daehangno Arts Theater,
1-67, Dongsung-dong, Jongno-gu, 
Seoul 110-809, Korea
T.+82-2-708-2273  F.+82-2-708-2243
kams@gokams.or.kr 
http://gokams.or.kr


